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The Effectiveness of Pilates Exercise in People with Chronic Low Back Pain
January 1st, 2016 - The Effectiveness of Pilates Exercise in People with Chronic Low Back Pain Gagnon LH 2005

Efficacy of Pilates exercises as therapeutic intervention in treating patients with low back pain Chauhan V 2008

The study on efficacy of Pilates and McKenzie exercise in postural low back pain – A rehabilitative protocol

Effects of Pilates Based Exercises on Pain and Disability
December 22nd, 2019 - Pilates based exercises are superior to minimal intervention for pain relief Existing evidence does not establish superiority of Pilates based exercise to other forms of exercise to reduce pain and disability for patients with persistent nonspecific low back pain

Full text Chronic low back pain and postural
December 24th, 2019 - Anand UA Mariet Caroline P Arun B Lakshmi Gomathi G Albert Anand U A study to analyse the efficacy of modified Pilates based exercises and therapeutic exercises in individuals with chronic non specific low back pain a randomized controlled trial International Journal of Physiotherapy and Research 2014 2 3 525–529 35

International Journal of Physiotherapy and Research Int J
December 27th, 2019 - A STUDY TO ANALYSE THE EFFICACY OF MODIFIED PILATES BASED EXERCISES
Effects of Pilates Exercise Programs in People With
November 24th, 2019 - The items were stratified as follows Pilates method versus other kind of exercises n 6 trials and Pilates method versus no treatment group or minimal intervention for short term pain n 9 trials the therapeutic effect of the Pilates method in randomized cohorts n 5 and analysis of reviews n 9

BestBets Pilates helps in the treatment of chronic lower
December 2nd, 2019 - The purpose of this research was to investigate the efficacy of Pilates exercises as a therapeutic intervention in treatment of low back pain LBP Pilates exercises have been integrated into many rehabilitation programs for those with LBP however no clinical research was found that supports its efficacy

Exercise as it relates to Disease The effects of Pilates
December 15th, 2019 - Exercise as it relates to Disease The effects of Pilates on chronic low back pain From Wikibooks Pilates exercise is a safe intervention for CLBP A STUDY TO ANALYSE THE EFFICACY OF MODIFIED PILATES BASED EXERCISES AND THERAPEUTIC EXERCISES IN INDIVIDUALS WITH CHRONIC NON SPECIFIC LOW BACK PAIN A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRAIL Int J

The effectiveness of pilates exercise in people with
October 3rd, 2018 - 2011 Effects of Pilates based exercises on pain and disability in individuals with persistent non specific low back pain A systematic review with meta analysis 2005 Efficacy of Pilates exercises as therapeutic intervention in treating patients with low back pain dissertation 2013

PILATES SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION Q1 Scientific Backing
December 2nd, 2019 - PILATES SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION Q1 Scientific Backing This document outlines the development and research substantiating the efficacy of the Pilates Method as a form of rehabilitation for both post acute and chronic injury Studies have shown that this method of intervention can reduce pain and improve functionality

Load monitoring on Pilates training a study protocol for
December 11th, 2019 - The Pilates method is an alternative therapeutic exercise for protecting against risk factors and promoting health However only one literature review investigates the Pilates method The methodological quality is low which demonstrates the lack of standardization of the method and the load progression as a form of physical training

Research Paper Effect of Pilates Exercise on Fear of
December 25th, 2019 - Research Paper Effect of Pilates Exercise on Fear of Falling in Iranian Elderly Women Mahsa Badiei1 Farahnaz Mohammadi Shahboulaghi1 2 Mohammadali Hosseini3 Mahdi Noroozi4 Shima Nazari5 1 Department of Nursing University of Social Welfare and Rehabilitation Sciences Tehran Iran 2

Is a positive clinical outcome after exercise therapy for
December 15th, 2019 - Is a positive clinical outcome after exercise therapy for chronic non specific low back pain contingent upon a Efficacy of Pilates Exercises as Therapeutic Intervention in Treating Patients with LBP Ben Salah Frih Z Fendri Y Jellad A Boudoukhane S Rejeb N 2009 Efficacy and treatment compliance of a home based
The Efficacy of Pilates in the Recovery of Post prostatectomy Urinary Incontinence

The safety and scientific validity of this study is the responsibility of the study sponsor and investigators. Listing a study does not mean it has been evaluated by the U.S. Federal Government.

Efficacy of the addition of interferential current to

The objective of this study will be to evaluate the efficacy of adding interferential current to the Pilates method exercises for the Efficacy of the addition of modified Pilates exercises to a minimal intervention in patients with chronic low back pain. A randomized BMC Musculoskeletal Disorders ISSN 1471-2474.

Pilates improves pain function and quality of life in

The efficacy of the addition of the pilates method over a minimal intervention in the treatment of chronic nonspecific low back pain. A study of a randomized controlled trial.

Effects of Pilates on Low Back Pain - A systematic review

The efficacy of a Pilates exercise intervention in the management of LBP when compared to no therapeutic intervention for the chronic LBP population.

Effectiveness of mat Pilates or equipment based Pilates in

Chronic low back pain is an expensive and difficult condition to treat. One of the interventions widely used by physiotherapists in the treatment of chronic non-specific low back pain is exercise therapy based upon the Pilates principles. Pilates exercises can be performed with or without specific equipment. These two types of Pilates exercises.

Pilates Training in Multiple Sclerosis Full Text View

The MS FIT tool does not pursue therapeutic aims as rehabilitation does but it could have a positive impact on prevention and health in MS. MS FIT by using the Microsoft Kinect Motion Controller Xbox or similar to deliver adapted physical activity offers the possibility to transform the Pilates exercises into a virtual reality game.

Efficacy of the Pilates method for pain and disability in

The comparison groups were as follows: Pilates versus other types of exercises (n=2 trials) and Pilates versus no treatment group or minimal intervention (n=4 trials) for short-term pain. Pilates versus minimal intervention for short-term disability (n=4). We determined that Pilates was not better than other types of exercises for reducing pain.

Efficacy of PILATES EXERCISES AS THERAPEUTIC INTERVENTION

BibTeX MISC Laura05efficacyof author I. Laura and Horvath Gagnon and In Treating and Low Back Pain title EFFICACY OF PILATES EXERCISES AS THERAPEUTIC INTERVENTION year 2005.

Clinical pilates versus general exercise for chronic low

Efficacy of Pilates Exercises as Therapeutic Intervention
December 22nd, 2019 - The purpose of this research was to investigate the efficacy of Pilates exercises as a therapeutic intervention in treatment of low back pain LBP. Pilates exercises have been integrated into many rehabilitation programs for those with LBP, however, no clinical research was found that supports its efficacy. Twelve subjects who presented for

Defining Pilates exercise A systematic review ScienceDirect
December 17th, 2019 - Pilates exercise was founded by Joseph Pilates during the 1920s. An emphasis is placed on control of body position and movement as suggested by its original name “Contrology.” Exercises are floor-based or involve the use of specialized equipment which provide adjustable spring resistance. Traditional principles of Pilates exercise include centering, concentration, control.

Pilates Based Therapeutic Exercise Effect on Subjects
December 27th, 2019 - Pilates Based Therapeutic Exercise Effect stabilization exercises. Low back pain LBP represents the most common cause of disability in persons under 45 years of age. The efficacy of an exercise intervention based on the Pilates Method in the treatment of chronic LBP

Minor benefits of pilates for chronic low back pain
June 6th, 2015 - Minor benefits of pilates for chronic low back pain. Updated Jun 7, 2015. Miyamoto GC, Costa LO, Galvanin T, Cabral CM. Efficacy of the Addition of Modified Pilates Exercises to a Minimal Intervention in Patients With Chronic Low Back Pain: A Randomized Controlled Trial although there is little scientific evidence that describes its efficacy.

The Effectiveness of Pilates Exercise in People with Low Back Pain

Clinical Pilates versus General Exercise for Chronic Low
December 20th, 2019 - Pilates is a method of exercise and movement reeducation based on interpretations of the work and teachings of Josef Pilates. Clinical Pilates is a further modification of this method adapted for therapeutic use by various health and fitness professionals and can be a form of specific exercise.

PDF A Study To Analyse The Efficacy Of Modified Pilates
December 26th, 2019 - The items were stratified as follows: Pilates method versus other kind of exercises n 6 trials and Pilates method versus no treatment group or minimal intervention for short term pain n 9 trials. The therapeutic effect of the Pilates method in randomized cohorts n 5 and analysis of reviews n 9.

The efficacy of different Aerobic Pilates and combined
November 23rd, 2019 - The efficacy of different Aerobic Pilates and combined therapeutic exercise protocols to functional capacity, fatigue, and quality of life in adults with Multiple Sclerosis. Controlled experimental intervention.

Comparing the Pilates method with no exercise or lumbar
in treating patients with low back pain

Effects of Pilates exercise programs in people with
December 13th, 2019 - The items were stratified as follows Pilates method versus other kind of exercises n 6 trials and Pilates method versus no treatment group or minimal intervention for short term pain n 9 trials the therapeutic effect of the Pilates method in randomized cohorts n 5 and analysis of reviews n 9

Efficacy of Pilates Exercises as Therapeutic Intervention
December 14th, 2019 - “Efficacy of Pilates Exercises as Therapeutic Intervention in Treating Patients with Low Back Pain” I have examined the final electronic copy of this dissertation for form and content and recommend that it be accepted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy with a major in Education

Pilates Exercises Research pilates connection
December 1st, 2019 - Although it is believed that anyone of any age in any condition can benefit from Pilates exercises research to support this with evidence is still lacking 5 2005 Efficacy of Pilates Exercises as Therapeutic Intervention in Treating Patients with Low Back Pain Laura Horvath Gagnon University of Tennessee – Knoxville

PDF The efficacy of the addition of the Pilates method
October 15th, 2019 - The efficacy of the addition of the Pilates method over a minimal intervention in the treatment this paper Exercise movement is to present a study protocol to investigate the efficacy of adding Pilates based exercises to a techniques Leger A Smith D Pilates based therapeutic sample sizes ranging

Efficacy of Exercise Interventions in Patients with Acute
July 26th, 2016 - Background Decreased physical performance and impaired physiological and psychological fitness have been reported in patients with acute leukemia AL We performed a meta analysis to assess the efficacy of exercise in patients with AL Methods In this meta analysis the electronic databases MEDLINE Embase Cochrane Web of Science

Effects of Pilates Exercise Programs in People With
December 28th, 2019 - In the study of Alves de Araujo 31 female students with scoliosis were divided into 2 groups a CG 11 which had no therapeutic intervention and an EG 20 which underwent Pilates based therapy After intervention the Pilates group showed a significant decrease in pain P lt 0 0001

T 2005 USA 01 BVBSL E
December 21st, 2019 - The purpose of this research was to investigate the efficacy of Pilates exercises as a therapeutic intervention in treatment of low back pain LBP Pilates exercises have been integrated into many rehabilitation programs for those with LBP however no clinical research was found that supports its efficacy

Effectiveness of Pilates exercise PubMed Central PMC

Effectiveness of Pilates exercise in treating people with
December 16th, 2019 - This study examined five systematic reviews that have investigated the effectiveness of Pilates exercise in people with chronic low back pain Effectiveness of Pilates exercise in treating people with chronic
Effects of pilates exercise programs in people with
September 28th, 2019 - The items were stratified as follows Pilates method versus other kind of exercises n 6 trials and Pilates method versus no treatment group or minimal intervention for short term pain n 9 trials the therapeutic effect of the Pilates method in randomized cohorts n 5 and analysis of reviews n 9 We found that there is a dearth of

The Effect of 12 Week Pilates Exercises on Depression and
December 2nd, 2019 - The Effect of 12 Week Pilates Exercises on Depression and Balance Associated with Falling in the Elderly for dementia validated cognitive tests in Iranian elderly Arjmand Press Tehran Gagnon L H 2005
Efficacy of Pilates exercises as therapeutic intervention in treating patients with low back pain

The Pilates® Method in the treatment of lower back pain
December 28th, 2019 - Gagnon conducted a study to investigate the effectiveness of Pilates based exercises as a therapeutic intervention for back pain Twelve individuals with back pain were randomly assigned to two groups Six performed conventional stabilization exercises and six performed Pilates based exercises

PDF Efficacy of the Addition of Modified Pilates
November 26th, 2019 - Objective To investigate the effectiveness of the addition of modified Pilates exercises to minimal intervention in patients with chronic low back pain DesignRandomized controlled trial SettingOutpatient physical therapy department in Brazil PatientsEighty six patients with chronic non specific low back pain InterventionsAll patients received

Effectiveness of Mat Pilates or Equipment Based Pilates
December 21st, 2019 - The intervention groups were 1 a mat Pilates group which received treatment with exercises performed on the ground using a mat Swiss ball and elastic bands and 2 an equipment based Pilates group which received treatment with Pilates exercises on the Cadillac Reformer Ladder Barrel and Step Chair

Pilates for Low Back Pain Relief Pilates Equipment
December 25th, 2019 - 2 Abstract This paper outlines the research and looks at Pilates as a form of rehabilitation for low back pain Low back pain affects most people at some point in their life

Blog Archives PILATES SCIENCE
November 25th, 2019 - Surprisingly 2 studies do not provide any information about the exercises used Cruz Díaz et al 2015 amp da Fonseca et al 2009 Da Fonseca et al only provide brief information about muscle recruitment concepts which indicate that the protocol is more closely related to therapeutic exercise than to Pilates

Efficacy of the Addition of Modified Pilates Exercises to
December 23rd, 2019 - The other systematic review14 suggested that Pilates based exercises for CLBP are as efficient as no treatment or motor control exercises for pain and disability outcomes Previously published studies on the effectiveness of Pilates exercises in patients with CLBP9 10 12 15–17 included small samples ranging from 1716 to 409 participants